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 \[sec:Introduction\]Introduction ================================ There are many fields in which operations
research is used to make a choice of what action to take. The common cases that have operations research methods are: [*the
production of products:*]{} In a large company, each department makes a choice of what product it wants to produce, and the

department with the best product is the most profitable. This is called the [*per product problem*]{}. [*a single product:*]{} If
there is only one product in the market, it is possible to have a single machine and produce this product with this machine. This
is called the [*machine scheduling problem*]{}. [*a whole building:*]{} If we want to choose a set of products and units, it is

possible to have a single machine and to produce this whole building with it. This is called the [*building scheduling
problem*]{}. [*producing a plastic mold:*]{} If we want to produce several plastic molds, we want to assign different machines

to them and we want to maximize the profit of the machine that makes the most plastic molds. This is called the [*mold
production problem*]{}. [*selecting the amount of resources needed for different products:*]{} It is important to choose a set

of products and to select the amount of resources needed to produce them. This is called the [*manufacturing problem*]{}.
[*selecting the set of products that need to be made at a constant cost:*]{} It is important to choose the set of products to make.
If we need to make them at a constant cost, we must make the best choice. This is called the [*R & D problem*]{}. [*selecting

the amount of resources needed for the products that need to be made at a constant cost:*]{} It is important to choose the
products to make. If we need to make them at a constant cost, we must make the best choice. This is called the [*design

problem*]{}. [*allocating resources between different products:*]{} It is important to choose the amount of resources needed
for different products. If we need to make them at a constant cost, we must make 520fdb1ae7
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